Dear Readers.

As I sit before my computer today, my eyes wandering through pages of NCR donor names, I feel humbled thinking of the trust each of you has placed in us.

It’s clear to me NCR has grown to be more than simply a news organization; it has also become a community, yes, a community within the church. We seek and prize honest reporting and an open exchange of ideas. We believe this is key to build a better world, a world of seeking justice, mercy and peace.

We want to live up to these bonds and this trust. I recommit today we will do our best to do so. As you, too, look at the names on these pages think of us as a community joined together with deeply share values, hopes and beliefs. Feel a tinge of joy. We need it. We’ve earned it. We’re not going away.

With much gratitude,

Tom Fox
NCR President/CEO

P.S. The names on the following pages include those who donated to NCR during our fiscal year that ended on June 30. Below are those who have included NCR in their estate planning or left a legacy gift to NCR. We are grateful to all.

NCR Legacy Society

The following NCR Legacy Society donors have taken the next step to help ensure NCR will be here for the next generations of readers. To find out more about including NCR in your estate plan, go to NCRonline.planmylegacy.org or call 1-800-444-8910.

In Memoriam

Fr Nicholas J Calabro
James J Campion
Mary Helen Carroll
Blanche Childs
Edward Daytel
James H Duffy

Mary McGarvey Dwan & Ralph H Dwan, Jr
Fr Joseph F Geriiesz, CSC
Angelo D Giancarlo
Robert G Hoyt
Robert H Kline
Margaret C Lewis
Thomas Francis Maher
Manian A McNally

Mary Maie Murphy
Fr Michael James O’Connor
Patricia O’Connor
Betty Quadracci
Sheila Taalfir Reynolds
Marcia J Ryan
Rev Msgr William Ryan
Fr Anthony Schumacher

Gerard F Songster
Rev Fr Frederick J Terry
Nicholas P A Troccoli
Patrick F Walsh, Jr
Charles Wargel
Ann T Weick
Anna Woods
Michael J Zarr
THANK YOU
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United TO ACT

• FOR JUSTICE • FOR MERCY • FOR PEACE

Kathryn C. Chase
Maureen Chase, OP
Sandra Chatwood
R A Chauvette
Blandine Chelini-Pont
Rudy & Monica Chen
Sandra Cherry
Cynthia Chemey
Sylvia Salem Cherry
Mary Louise Cherry-Cora
Ann Chiapetta
Darleen Chiappetta
Rev John Child
George & Ruth Chippendale
Margaret Chisholm
Dorothy Chizik
Donna Chmura
R J & Cornelia Christ
William D Christ
NMS Christensen
Christian Brothers of the Midwest
Richard & Dolores Christ
Katharyn Spark Christensen
Hans Christofferson
Pat Chuchula
John Chuchman
Cynthia Church
Eileen O'Dowdagh
Frank & Theresa M Ciccirelli
Michael Cieslak
Mogr Francis V Cilia
Victor Cimino
Denis T Cipolla
Linda Ciriello
John Claassen
James Patrick Claiborne
Amy Clark
Charles F Clark
Gene Clarke
Regina Clark
Michael Cleary
Sr Celeste Clevell
James Cleveland
Tom Clift
Judith Cloheed
Louise M Clifford
Peter Clune
Judith Clink
Mary & Henry R Close
Mary M Coakley
Patricia Coan
Tim & Monica Codor
Derek C Coelho
John & Pat Coffey
Leigh Coffey
Norma J Coffey
Rama C Collete
Dr Ernest L Collard
Marie Collaros
Jeffrey Colledge
Bill Collins
Debra M Collins
Elizabeth L Collins
Francis Collins
Grace M Collins
James Collins
John Collins
Joelle Collins
Judith Collins
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Thank you to all who have supported the United TO ACT campaign. We are grateful for your generosity and commitment to justice, mercy, and peace.
Let us shine a light on stories of mercy and justice.
THANK YOU

Eleanor Hart
Charles Harrell
Anne A Harvey
Sr Anne Harvey
Phillip Hasball
Catarina Hadikoff
Fr Robert W Hasenkamp
Vincent J Hatt
Alice Haltenbeler
Rita L Haugh
Connie Hauk
Mary Claire Haven
Patricia A Hawk
Mick Hawkins
Cecilia Hawley
Fr Dick Hayatsu
Mary Lou Hayden
John E Hayes, Jr
M D Hayes
Michael & Nikki Hayes
Stephen Hapgood
Carol A Haynes-Gagne
Florence Hayman
Ronald Haines
Richard & Catherine Hays
Cecilia Haywood
Geoffrey "John" Hayford
Joan Hazlin
Jane Head
Mary Head
Canuelas Realy
Judith P Healy, RSM
Peter & Sheila Hebel	
Daniel & Margaret Herbert
Ann & G Scott
Jacqueline J Heckman
George Hogg
Kathy Heiskan
Dorothy Heffeman
John Heffeman
Kathy Heffeman
Pat Heffernan-Cartwright
Julia Heggie
Marcia Hengstad
Martha Heidkamp
Ginger Heim
Eloise Heimann
Mary Heimburger
Werner Heim
Susanne Heinritz
David Heimker
Patricia A Heinz
Kathleen Heidkamp
Jack Heilbronn
Andreas Heidt
Mary Jane Heilman
Margaret Heilinger
Fr Walter Helms
Melvin D Herrman
Helene Hembreeker
Mary Hembrow Snyder
Jeanne F & Paul Henke
Harold Henderson
Owen Hendry
Mr & Mrs Robert L Hengstfeld
Judith Hersch
Brian Hennessey
Paul & Dot Hennessy
Margaret Hennessey
Rev Francis Hendrickson
Patrick Henry
Thomas & Mary Henry
Eileen Ann Herald
Mary E Herald
Frank Herity
Richard Herity, FSC
Francisco Hermosillo
Debra Hernandez
Sr Eva Hernandez
Jose Hernandez
Jose de Jesus Hernandez Jr
Br Steve Herro, D Pham
Kelly Herro
Evelyn Herzog
Justin Herzog
Daune Hess

Arthur J Hessburger
Marion Hester
Maureen Hester
Mrt Gwendolyn K Hettter
Tom & Mary Heman
Sr Margaret Hickey
Michael Hekin
Richard & Beverly Hickman
Mary J Higgins
Mary Highland
Rosalyn & Don Hilbert
John P Hijman
Brenda Hilger
Penny M Hill
Richard Hill, PhD
Joanne Hillyard-Andrews
Hilmar Hino
Patricia Hinz
Bil & Don Hirt
Marilu Hitchings
Elinor Hite
Rev Richard Hite
Don Roberts & D M Hitter
Mary Lynne Hiscox
Mary E Hlavay
HP Sisters on Stoneybrook
Rosemary Hobson
Sharon Hoch
Dennis Hoelting
M Hoftaart
Sr Rose Dolores Hoffmeyer
Sr Janice Hoffman
Jo Ann Hoffman
Rev Charles Hoffmann
Timothy F Hogan
Treg Hogan
Jo Anna Raap Holden
Fr Daniel F Holland
Elester Holley
Philip Holliday
Winifred Holloway
Paula Holloway
Trudy Holmes
Mary Holmes
Carla Holt
Fr Edward J Holterhoff
Mary Ann Holthaus
Sr Janet M Holzer
Richard L & Mary Lou Homan
Brett C Hoover
Susan Hopkins
Dr Bruce Horacek
Fr Donald Horak
Charles & Gloria A Horjkl

George Honey
Elizabeth A Horn
Harold Horschmann
Renee Schuler Horton
John B & A Anne L Hostage
Ann Hostler
Brian P Hosting
William & MaryAlice Houghton
Fr John Houlahan
John Houseman
James Houston
Sylvia Hovey
Barbara Howard
Janet E Howard
Joan & James Howard
Michelle & Dennis Howard
M Howard
Imma & Bob Howarth
James Howe
Larry Howe-Kerr
Rev David Howell
George F Howlett, Jr
Larry Howley
Eugenia Hoy
Richard Hoyting
Barbara Huber
Joan B Huber
Joseph Huber
Sarah Huber
Carl Hubert
Mary Ann Hubert
Wayne Hubert
Karl Hudecek
Mark C Hudson
Joseph Hugard
James F & Jill Hughes
Paula Hughes
Clifford Hull
Dr Timothy Hull
Norman F Huscher

George Hummel
Joan & Joseph Humphreys
Diegard Hunsley
Clare Hunt
John Hult
Catherine Hupp
John J Hurley
Karen Hurley
Paul & Mary Hurley
Hilary Hutchinson
Uta Hutnak
Thomas & Carol Hynek
Fr John Hynes
Donna Igoe
Ruth K Ihm
David NIchols
Albert Imesch
Maria Inserra
Theresa Intonti
Kathleen Inthomna
Frank Ippoliti
Cathy & Dale Inby
Peter Irmler
Joe Irvin
Bharad J Iseman
Charlie Isonda
Doris Judkins Nelson
Adrianne C Ives
Cecilia Ivanova
Fr Thomas Iwanowski
Marttha A Jacob
OSU
Harold & Mary Jelinek
Anthony L Jacobs
Martha A Jacob, OSU
Cecilia Iwane
Adrianne C Ives
Charlie Isola
Barbara J Iseman
Pete Irmiter
Therese Intrater
Marie Inserra
Daniel Illich
Donna Igoe
Fr John Hynes
Patricia J Johnson
Kevin Johnson
Don Joseph
John & Ann Marie Judson
Rev Mario Julian
Patricia Julian
John David
Richard & Sanda Jullani
James Jumper
Richard Junker
Fred Just
Robert Kabat
Elizabeth Kahl
Ed & Linda Kaeli
Carol L Kain

Mgr Peter Kain
Robert Kaisr
Rev Louise Kalemberian
Joseph Kalo
O Solv & Marta Kalve
Marvin Kamarner
Arthur Kane
Br Daniel Q Kane CISC
Joan Kane
Paula Kane
Kathleen Kavel
J Kirk

Edward Kanca
Mary Kay Kantz
Dennis C Kaplur
Marilyn Karac, RSM
John & Dorothy Karhausk
Adelaide Karl
Dr Kathleen D Karol
Paula Karan
Patricia Kasmarik
Alice Kapoor
Magpie Kast
Theresa Kastner
John Kaye
Don Paul Kazaiekre
FCt
Alice Keane

Clare J & Peter J Kearney
Fran Keevan, SNNM
Mrs Mary E Keane
Nancy Nichols Kearns
Thomas Keating
Paul F Keevan
Thomas Keevan
Bob Kebarais
Rev Daniel Kelle
Claira Keegan
Barbara Keeley
Thomas Keeney
Joseph Keiffer, MD
Christine Kehoe
John Kaiser
Greta & Thomas Keleher
Pat Keleher
Margaret Keleher
Maureen A Kelemen
Robin Kellogg
Brian J & Maria R Kelly
Don John Paul Kelly
Kath Kelly
Kathleen Kelly
Kitty Kelly
Lawrence & Peggy Kelly
Michael A Kelty
Patricia M Kelty, PhD
Roberta Kelly
Roy Kelly
Sheila Kelly
Stephen D Kelly
William & Mary Lou Kelly
John E Kelsey
Carolyn Kemp
Fr Raymond B Kemp
A Kemper
St Deborah Kennedy, RSM
Patricia Kennedy
Tom & Karen Kenedi
Susan Kennedy
Francis & Elizabeth Kenney
John J Kenna
Janet M Keegan
John & Rita Keough
David S Kepler
Richard E Kerner
Martin Kerrigan
Mary Kerrigan, SNN
Mary Kessler
Daniel Kessler
Patricia Kehler-Fries
Gerald & Kathryn L Kidder
Friends of NCR

With one voice we speak truth to power.
Together we act in mercy and kindness.

Jack Sullivan
Joan Sullivan
Martha Sullivan
Mary Sullivan
Mercedes Sullivan

Michael L & Arlene Sullivan
Nancy Sullivan
Rosemary Sullivan
Sandy & Steve Sullivan
Timothy & Lois Sullivan
Timothy Sullivan
Rosemary Sumang
Gerald Summers
Stephanie Summers
Richard Sumpler

Thomas Suriano
Earl & Charlotte Sutherland
Sutter Communications
Svea
Ann Savagery
Ann & James Sweater
Vikki DiVita Sweaney
Collin Swearengin
Rosemary Swartz
Mary Swayak
Ed & Wanda Sweeney
Jean Sweeney

Michael & Mary Swishtonowski
Gloria Switzer
John Swoger
Denise Szabo
John Stammella
Reyn Stanke Szzapka
Judith M & Konrad Szczesny
Judith Szcz
Flora Ross Szpyczyn
Frank B Szymaneck
Deborah Tabor
Susan Tabor
Sheila Barry Tyrone
Card Taddick
Peneokeo Tafaya
William Taibot
Thomas Tallent
Patrick Tan
Anthony J. Tambasco
Bill & Marcia Tanmure
Jr. Jonathan Tan
Elizabeth A. Tanshely
Mary Tansill
Bernadette Tashier
Maureen Tate
Mary Tatum
Fr. Sylvester J. Taube
Angela L. Taylor
Annie Taylor
Jean Taylor
Joe & Audrey Taylor
Margaret Taylor
Brendan P. Thean
John J. Tegar, Jr
Fred Teichert
Beth Tellesche
Gerald Tenermyr
Elizabeth Templeton
Annie Trep
David Treutall
Frank Tsewell
Dr. Peter Tsey
Allen J. Theis
Joseph Theis
Theresa
Bernadette Thibodeau
Joe Thillman
Fr. Donald Thimm
Alvin W. & Patricia D. Thomas
Dorothy Thomas
Nicholas Thomas
Sam J. Thomas
Gorky Thompson
Lynn Thompson
Margaret Susan Thompson
Marianne Thompson
Mary Thompson
Suzan Thompson
Elizabeth S. Thorson
Martha A. Thornby
Gregory Thorpe
Cheryl Thommell
Sherry Tietgens
Mike Tieg
Nancy M. Tim
Bishop James Timlin
Ginny Timmons
Margaret Timothy
John Tintzer
Jack Tischhauser
Bill Tipton
Margaret M. Tocci
Jim Toczynski
Jim Todd
Rebecca Tokarcik
Robert Tommaso

Frank L. Tomsett
Michael Toner
Catherine Topley
Joan Topp
Marylin Torborg
Rev. Daniel Torney
Fr. George Torok
Patricia Tomasco
Bernadette Tourial
Lorraine Tower
Catherine Toye
Eugene & Suellen Tootzi
Kathleen Trahanovsky
Margaret Traina
Jo Ann Trauma, IHM
Michael & Dorothy Tramptona
Fr. Joseph Trapp
Mary A. Trautzbach
Debra Trees
George Trejos
Barbara Trepal
Lawrence & Colleen Triessch
Dorothy L. Trien
Leland Fritz
Geraldine & Arthur Trost
Madelyn Trojanik
Dr. Doris Troska
Pat Troschin
Richard Troubman
William & Helen Troy
Jane Truhlar
Patrick Tucker
Roy Tucker
Janet Tullo
Donald Tulley
Mike Tunek
Elana V. Turner
David Turner
Cdr. Jerome Turner, USN (Ret)
Rita Turner
Joanne Turpin
Patrick VWig
Liz Tyree
Paddy Tyrell
William Uebelheer
Joseph Ucker
Diane Ukrainova
Rev. Patrick J. Universal
Fr. Edward F. Upton
J. Thomas Uranik
Joan C. Urbanick
Sr. Janice Urbaner
Dan & Angie Urena
Unsines of Cincinnati
Mary-Claire Ustidong
Susan Vaskavics
Helen Vajk
Denise Valcour
Virginia Valenti
Rev Dominick Valla
Margaret Varnosy
Nancy M. Van Anne
George & Mary Lou Van Antwerp
Craig Van Arsdel
Father Mike
Rev. Wilbert van de Loo
Fernando Gennip
Mark van Lummel
Daniel J. VanBelleghem, Sr
Rev Scott Vandehoe
Eleanor Vander Haegen
Cathy Vanderlucht
Sr. Cecilia VanZant
Mark & Ann Varma
Patrick Vaughan
John B Veal
Bedsy Verence
Jim Vestrel
Ann Venuto
Mary-Louise Vera
D‘Elda Verdichio
Mary Verdoci
Don Ted Vermaas
Paul & Margie Vermaelen
Rose Vermette, RCD
Gloriette M. Verna
Gerard Vernet
Reynold Vernet
Robert L. Verosini
Keith & Shanen Vickers
Mary Vidiak
Marcella Viddio
Mary Vilk
Carol Villaggio
Kathy L. Villeneuve
Mary Anne Vincent
Ethen Viscara
Joan Wailer
Carol Viviani
John & Linda Vogel
Kathy Vogt
Margunn C. Vol
Sr. Marilyn Voldner
A. Volitin
Georg von Greiff
Adrienne vonSeney
Robert & Alina Voskas
JBL Voss
Mary Jane Vossler
Rev John Vrana
Dr. Uwe Wachsmann-Linnke
Anne Wieden
Julian Wagg
Mr. & Mrs. Albert J. Wagoner
Catherine Wagner
William Wagner
Waltrud Marianist Community
Carol Wakefield
Edgar Wales
David Walingenbach
Rieken Walingenbach
Andrew Walker
Margaret Maureen Walker
Bob Wall
Edward & Kathleen Walsh
Geraldine Walsh
Irene Walsh
Jean Walsh
John Coleman Walsh, Esq.
Malcolm Walsh
Michele Walsh
Barbara A. Wander
Torn & Sarah Warnenmather
Deborah & Robert Ward
Frank Thomas Ward
Jerry Ward
Rev Daniel Warden
Rev Gerald Waris
Marie F. Warner
Mary Warren
Charles Wartman
Susanne Wastberg
Mary Waskowisk
Anne Wasserstrom
Pat Watschke
Kathleen Watters & Joy Szopinski
Margaret T. Watkins
Edward J. Watko
Gwen Watson
Steve Watson
John Walters
Bishop Rembert Weakland, OSB
Maureen M. Weaver
Robin Weaver
Kathy Webb
Diana Webber
Gerald Webber
Jenifer Webber
Joseph Webber
Noreen Webber
Robert Webber
Margaret Webster
Jim & Barbara Wehan
Grandma Peggy Wehe
Mary L. & Edmund Wehle
Marguerite Weibelt
Tim Weidler
Margaret A. Weidinger
Donn Jerry Weigel
Ramona Weigelt
Clairann Weinert
Alice Weiss
Jack Weihs
Anna Werner
Anne & Adam Weiss
Rev Prof James Weiss
George J. & Paula F. Weich
Pa Weihs
Rev. Mgr. Patrick R. Weis
Ph Flipp Weihs
Rev Richard Whelchel
Patricia A. Wolf
Max Wendel
Malts Wendt
Fr. Patrick R. Wendt
John Wendling
Fr Robert F. Wenzo
Dcn R. Werner
Mary M. Werner
Rev John E. Weising
Mary Judith West
Patricia Whalen
Carolyn Whallon
Jim & Beverly Whelan-Schacht-Rocha
Barbara A. Wozza
Mr Richard G. Wolf
Margaret wrinklen Olson
Caryn Wlo
Robert Wood
Sr. Vincentia Wood
Carol Woodfin
Ann M. Woods
Joe Woods
Mariana Woodworth
Greg & Mary Woreley
Mary Worely
Richard Way
Dr John F. Woznak
John Woznak
Wayne T. Woznak
C. Wright
Carolyn Wright
Mark Wrightson
Mary Jo Wulenschel
Mary K. & Jerome E. Wuller
Paula Wurst
Mary A. Wust
Catherine Wuthikay
Helen Wynne
Friends of NCR

The following are donations made to NCR in memory of or in honor of someone during the past fiscal year. If you would like to make a tribute gift in someone’s honor, go to NCRonline.org/donate. You are also welcome to use the envelope enclosed in this edition to mail your donation.

IN HONOR

Daniel Bertrigan
Marylin Zeitlin

Bertrelsen Editorial Internship Program
Dominican Sisters of San Rafael

Tom Bertrelsen
Wendy Drucker

Lorna Breen
Maryagnes Leonard

Jane Burton
Rosemary Munsak

Careworkers worldwide
Canice Hanrahan

Joan Chiltster, OSB
Rose Naputano
Richard Nolte
Debra Roe

Companions of Angela and Francis
Susan Scott

Pat & Patty Crowley
Katheleen Alexander

Gail DeGeorge
Jane Briggs-Bunting

Jackie & Bob Doud
Katherine Enright
Mary Sliper

Augusta Valeria Dragic
Sacha Dragic

Drs and nurses providing COVID19 care in ICUs
Phil and Joan Myer

Valerie Yokhe
Milk Yoon
Rev Herbert Yost, CSC
Christine Young
Elaine Anne Young
Mary Anne Young
Jo Ann Youngren
John W Yitso
Anna Hu
Rose Yunker

John & Sheryl Zabel
Elizabeth Zabol
Jane Zaboloski
Dr Phyllis Zagon
Lillian E Zajac
Rev Daniel Zak
Mary Ann Zak
Sylvia Zamarripa
Dorothy Zarnitz
William Zaniew

Dennis Zanoni
Richard Zanello
Ed Zancki
Catherine M Zatzick, ARCWP
Peter B Zazzali
Ann & Chuck Zech
Sr Pauline Zelensk
Mary Zeller
Jerome F Zeleh, PhD
Larry & Kathy Zeugn

Ed & Marilyn Zierser
Paula Zimmer
Thomas Zimmer
Sr Joan M Zinn, OP
Francis J Zipple

Mike Zolgowski
Joan Zupec
Herb & Anne Zuschin

* Indicates Matching Gift. Names in bold indicate 10+ consecutive years of giving.